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LifeWire uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using LifeWire, you acknowledge our use of cookies. (Pocket-Lint) - With citizen journalism becoming a full-time job for some people eager to see their photos and videos on the BBC, you need to make sure you've got a good camera phone to work with. Samsung
SGH-G600 in step, a 5 megapixel snapper that promises to take a good picture when you're out? But does it? We get to find out the phonning and snapping. The G600, which will be available later this year, is a 14.9mm quadband GSM slider handset, complete with a 5 megapixel camera. For your money you get a very clear and bright
2.2 inch QVGA screen, complete with an FM radio, a music player, an external hot replaceable microSD card slot thanks to a 1GB card, stereo Bluetooth, 2.0 USB and some new software from re-sized Web Browsing Korean. This is all a case similar to the very now popular U600 models launched earlier in the year, though Samsung has
lost touch sensitive controls (and we think for better). A traditional slider in design, that is hidden 5 megapixel camera and is only now revealed on slides similar to the ancient D500, while the keypad is straight forward and easy to use, don't try anything that it shouldn't do. The best way to describe the design of the G600 in fact is solid.
There's no kooky bits of technology to figure out, there's no new tangled scroll wheels to master, and all of this make for a very attractive offering. The inside and interface is similar to Samsung's previous outings in recent times, though the addition of a built-in Google search feature is new. Type a search request and present you with
direct results (until you're set up data on your phone and account). Surprisingly, you get only 40 characters to use for your search phrase and the predictive text element has been turned off so you have to type everything with a long hand. Of course, the focus of surfing the web and playing mp3 track is not here, it's taking pictures. With
this in mind, there are a lot of glasses on the gander; There is an LED flash, sadly not Xenon, and 5x zoom which is not digitally optical. That megapixel count brings it to speed with high-end offerings like the N95 from Nokia and the K850 from Sony Ericsson. Software wise there are plenty of options from choosing your shooting mode;
Single, multi, mosaic and panorama, to set the size of your image; Up to 2560 x 1920 pixels. Other features include a macro mode, flash settings, white balance, and even the chance to convert ISO to four different settings up to ISO 800. For photos, well the results are good - really great. With enough patience (to see) on a still shot you
can get a good image, although we saw some magenta crawling in color as for the outside and party shots in addition to the ISO 800 setting The form helps, but we did notice that the picture has been taken sometime after the shot. Why Samsung is happy like now that recommends multi-shot to anything. Verdict As a call, the G600 is a
solid number that doesn't push boundaries, but then again, many are likely to appeal. If you were tempted by the U600 but aren't sure about those magic touch sensitive keys then it's definitely for you. As for the camera? The Sony Ericsson cyber shot range offered here is almost as good and certainly as good as the Nokia N95. Catch
only? There is no 3G, which looks weird as there is some focus on surfing the web with this model. Writing by Stuart Miles. Our editors freely research, test and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. The Galaxy S10e isn't
really a budget phone, but at this price point, it's clearly ready to compete directly with the iPhone XR, and as far as we're concerned, you get a lot more than Apple's offering. There is a 5.8 inch Infinity O display that is almost bezel-less with a hole punch camera. The display gives you a resolution of 2280 x 1080 pixels, which is really
crisp for this size screen. It also means that it is one of the smaller phones available at this stage, making it a perfect choice if the small size is your priority. It's also only 5.29 ounces so it won't weigh down your pocket either. It is powered by a Snapdragon 855 processor- the latest from Qualcomm- and starts with 6GB of RAM (although
you can upgrade it to 8GB for a higher price). Choose between 128GB or 256GB storage, but you can increase that storage to an additional 512GB with micro SD. The glasses are a ton of color to choose from black to flamingo pink or S10e exclusive canary yellow. Unlocked versions of the Google Pixel 3 and XL have hit the market
recently, and are compatible with all four major carriers. The latest model has a 5.5-inch screen with sharp HD resolution similar to the Pixel 2. It also features Google Assistant, which turns your phone into a portable digital assistant. Just say, Hey Google, then give an order: you can play music, set reminders, ask a question, or take a
group selfie without touching the device. The pixel 3's front-facing camera has an 8-megapixel lens, as well as two rear cameras: a wide-angle lens with f/2.2 aperture, and just a second with f/1.8. Both of these cameras boast 12.2 megapixels, capturing professional-grade landscape photos and 4K videos at 30 frames-per seconds. Pixel
3 also has unlimited storage with Google Photos. Apart from these special apps and features, the Pixel 3 is a reliable device overall. It is powered by a Snapdragon 845 processor (an upgrade from the previous model) and includes an 18 watt, Qi-compatible battery for wireless charging. Apple's latest flagship iPhone 11 Pro is a buying
smartphone for Apple fans who want crisp screens and advanced photography in their pockets. Only two years old Oled iPhone, Apple has taken its Super Retina screen to a whole new level, now offering a 2:000,000:1 contrast ratio and a super bright 1,200 Nights, dolby vision and HDR10 support, with a 458 ppi pixel density, P3 wide
color gamut, and true tone technology. Dolby Atmos and Spatial Audiovis complete the audiovisual package. Then there is the camera system. While a triple lens camera may seem like yesterday's news, Apple's three shooters — wide, ultra-wide, and telephoto—are combined and paired with blazing fast A13 Bionic CPU to pull off some
pretty good photography moves, including an impressive night mode that offers great low light shots, and deep fusion which will produce great photos to blend pixels of multiple shots by pixel. The front trueapth camera also collides with 12 megapixels and lets you capture slow-mo selfies (or slofies as Apple calls them). Despite these
enhancements, Apple has managed to figure out four hours more battery life than its predecessor, and isn't the first to be packing a fast 18 watt charger in the box, and it's also available in a cool Boba Fett-style midnight green if you're tired of Apple's more traditional colors. Unlike its naming convention, the iPhone 11 is the successor to
last year's acclaimed iPhone XR, which broke new ground at a more affordable price in design and performance. Apparently, this is the iPhone most people should buy. While some may try to convince you otherwise, you don't miss much by not shelling out for one of the more expensive Pro models. the iPhone 11 and its professional
siblings have more in common than no. They wield the same super fast A13 Bionic CPU, the same 4GB of memory, the same wide angle and ultra wide angle rear cameras, and the same TrueDepth front camera. This means that you can expect the same performance and intelligent photo processing features, regardless of which model
you buy. You can argue Apple cut corners with screens and telephoto lenses. However, we prefer to think of these as upgrades found in more expensive models rather than defaults from standard models. The dual-lens camera system remains competitive, and the 6.1-inch Liquid Retina LCD display offers 1792 x 828 resolution and 326
PPI pixel density, along with a wide and highly accurate color gamut. You still get the best battery life Apple has ever offered in a smartphone, too, with 17 hours of video or 65 hours of audio playback. The iPhone 11 Pro may not be for the faint or light of the max heart, but you certainly get what you pay for in Apple's latest top flagship
iPhone, which combines a stunning new display, even more advanced photography features, and incredible battery life. The Pro Moniker comes from the triple lens camera system. Made possible by the new A13 Bionic CPU, it lets you take pictures like you have never seen before on smartphones. Three cameras — ultra-wide, wide, and
telephoto — work together to provide an optical Range from 0.5x to 2x. Thanks to the power of Apple's A13 chip, all three lenses keep right in sync when recording videos, softness for smooth optical zooming transitions — even when shooting at 4K/60fps. Night mode, on the other hand, uses computational photography to capture
surprisingly well-lit photos in near darkness, while the Front TrueDay Camera can now slofie – a term Apple has coined for slow-motion 120fps artistic selfie videos. The 6.5-inch Super Retina XDR OLED screen also showcases an impressive 2,000,000:1 contrast ratio, crisp 458 PPI pixel density and unsurpassed color accuracy. Yet
despite the increased power and high capacity performance, Apple has managed to pack in an additional five hours of battery life on the previous model and even includes a fast charger in the box. These days, we expect our smartphone to have smaller computers in our pockets, and we want multitasking capabilities to match - the
Samsung Galaxy Note 9 really manages to fit the bill. The massive 6.4-inch screen is perfect for multitasking, and with a resolution of 2960 x 1440 (516 PPI), you'll have plenty of crispness in all the real estate of the screen. Another major multi-tasking tool is the new and improved S Pen, which gives you 4096 levels of pressure sensitivity
(perfect for sketching) and more range (great for switching slides in presentation) with Bluetooth functionality. The camera is also great for multimedia. The front-facing selfie cam has an 8MP AF sensor with f/1.7 aperture. At the back, there are two different camera setups: a 12MP wide-angle system (with dual f/1.5 and f/2.4 aperture) and
a 12MP telephoto system (with f.2.4 aperture). With all the productivity on this phone, you'll need the power and juice to support it. A 64-bit octa-core processor is running at speeds of up to 2.8 GHz and a massive 4,000 mAh battery ensures you have the same power as you need. You can pick up this phone in 6GB/128GB or 8GB/512GB
configuration, and with the ability to extend that memory up to 512GB with microSD, you should never face any problems with storage limitations. Smartphone cameras are only getting more advanced nowadays - when you take a closer look at the glasses, you'll see apertures and megapixels that blew our minds even a few years ago. Lg
V40 ThinQ camera capabilities the front and center puts a heavy five lenses and sensors right onboard. There are three setups at the back: a 12MP standard, a 12MP telephoto, and a 16MP super-wide. This means that you can snap photos of almost any theme with a lot more versatility, and LG has some interesting software features
that have been loaded to take advantage of these three lenses in interesting ways. You can activate the triple shot function and take three photos from all three systems at once and choose later. Selfie cameras are also very impressive, both a super crisp 8MP standard selfie cam and a 5MP for group pick Camera Employment
Employment and extensive background selfies. And the display has included all of these amazing photos on LG to view? It is a 6.4-inch QHD with a resolution of 1440 x 3120 pixels. It is all powered by 6GB of RAM and a Snapdragon 845 processor so the feel of the device is too early. Rounds that out with a pretty decent 3300 mAh
battery, Gorilla Glass back/sides, an aluminum frame, and very loud front firing speakers, and you have a great phone that also happens to be a very capable camera system. Along with Huawei, OnePlus is probably a brand known for offering flagship features for a non-flagship price. The first thing you'll probably notice is just how much of
the 7 Pro is captured by the performance. The 6.67-inch screen basically covers the entire device, with most of the no bezels. They complete it by hiding a 16MP front-facing camera inside a mechanical housing that pops or slides out into the phone on the command. This is something you don't really see in any other smartphone, and it's
a big risk that OnePlus is taking. This display is really solid too, offering 3120 x 1440 in resolution, and a quick sense featuring a 90Hz refresh rate. This will make it great for gaming, but you'll also see how responsive it is in daily browsing. It is further stronger than the Snapdragon 855 processor running in speed show, and has the option
to upgrade to 12GB of RAM. Rear-facing cameras are also fully in the flagship area, including a 16MP ultra-wide angle camera, an 8MP telephoto zoom, and a more all-purpose lens run by a stunning 48MP sensor. You can choose between 128GB or 256GB storage, and color options include three colors: Mirror Back, Almond and Nebula
Blue. The iPhone SE phablet is the perfect phone for everyone tired of the craze. It harkens back to a bygone era (2011) when the phone can fit into the pocket and be easily operated a hand. Although Apple went all in on the big screen for its flagship product, they have also cornered the market on a four-inch screen with the iPhone SE.
Design-wise, the SE 5S looks similar, with flat sides and a matte finish. The phone uses the same powerful A9 processor and 2 GB RAM that is housed in the iPhone 6s, meaning that you get the exact same powerful speed for hundreds of dollars. You also get a bright and colorful 1136 x 640 resolution. The 12 megapixel camera is barely
downgraded from premium, and it captures gorgeous 4K videos. The 1.2 megapixel FaceTime HD camera category has a very serious downgrade from other phones, but that's enough. Nokia 9 PureView is a real surprise in the smartphone range this year. When so many phones are going for the display only makes and multi-focal point
camera systems, the Nokia 9 is doubling down with a super unique five-camera array at the back. There are three RGB sensors, two monochrome sensors, one depth sensor and flash at the back. It allows you to activate Pro mode which stacks multiple photos to create Dynamic and beautiful smartphone photos. The Nokia 9 is also one
of the few phones that chooses to hide the physical fingerprint sensor under the front display instead of placing it at the back. PureView has a 5.9-inch QHD+ 2K pOLED display that supports HDR10 and allows you to see the screen even in direct sunlight. It has Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 processor, 6GB LPDDR4x RAM and 3320mAh
battery that supports wireless charging. And because it runs on Android 9 Pie and is actually thin on bloatware, it's actually very close to the stock Android experience that you'll find on something like pixel phones. All this amounts to a very unique entry into the current smartphone market. Platform – Your device's platform is going to direct
your entire experience with it. Two important options are Apple's iOS and Google's Android operating system. The best advice is to choose the platform you are most familiar and comfortable with using; They both offer pros and cons, which you can learn a little more by visiting the manufacturer's website. Camera - Picture photo photo of
kids or maybe looking for your next time hopping adventure? One of our devices is the most used piece camera of hardware, so be sure to select one that can capture the images you want. In general, the majority of Apple iPhone and Samsung Galaxy smartphone cameras should make people quite happy. Budget – Despite what
marketing says, you don't need to leave $1,000 on the phone to do something that's great. Companies like LG, OnePlus, Asus and Nokia can come at lower prices with features to impress options. Thanks for telling us! Tell us why! why!
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